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The Ferrari California T epitomises elegance, sportiness, versatility 
and exclusivity: characteristics that have distinguished every Ferrari 
California model since the 1950s. 

The Ferrari California T boasts striking standards of innovation while 
retaining signature features such as the successful 2+ concept, a 
refined cabin and, of course, the retractable hard top (RHT) which 
transforms it from a chic coupé into a sleekly sophisticated spider  
in a mere 14 seconds.

The model brims with a host of new solutions, not least of  
which is its 8-cylinder turbo engine. Maranello’s engineers  
have created an entirely new power unit which delivers 
absolutely superb levels of performance, blistering  
pick-up and the most exhilarating soundtrack any  
turbo has ever yielded.

MODEL RETAIL PRICE 7 YEAR MAINTENANCE 3 YEAR WARRANTY

Ferrari California T AED 857,000 Included Included
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Ferrari California T

 All model and option prices are subject to change



Ferrari California T 
Technical  
Specifications
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ENGINE

Type direct-injection 90° V8 

Total displacement 3,855 cc

Maximum power * 412 kW (560 cv) at 7500 rpm

Maximum torque * 755 Nm (77 kgm) at 4750 rpm

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

Length 4570 mm

Width 1910 mm

Height 1322 mm

Dry weight** 1625 kg

Weight distribution 47% front - 53% rear

PERFORMANCE

Top speed 316 km/h

0-100 km/h 3.6 s

FUEL CONSUMPTION*** C02 EMISSIONS ***

10.5 l/100 km 250 g/km

* With 98 octane fuel 

** With lightweight optional equipment 

*** Combined cycle (ECE+EUDC) with HELE system



STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS

Traction control F1 Trac

ABS/EBD – Performance Anti-lock Braking System with Electronic Brakeforce Distribution

ESC (Electronic Stability Control)

Carbon Ceramic Brake System (CCM)

Electronic speed sensitive power steering

Bi-Xenon Headlights with DRL functionality

Rain and lighting sensors

Front and rear parking sensors

Cruise control

Rear lights with LEDs

Two dual stage front airbags

Retractable side airbag on door panel for head protection

Infotelematic system with maps navigation, USB plug one central tunnel

Touch screen 6.5”, Bluetooth audio streaming and DAB radio

Race Manettino (Integrated command for control of vehicle set up on steering wheel)

Engine start button on steering wheel

Performance Launch Control

Dual zone air conditioning system

Key with transponder, integrated anti theft alarm and remote control for opening doors and tailgate

Electric heated side mirrors with automatic closure

Emergency kit to repair tyre puncture

19” alloy painted wheels

Battery maintainer

Anti-theft system

Car protection cover

Ferrari California T 
Standard  
Specifications
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EXTERIOR & COLOURS

Ferrari historical colours 

Special colours

Two-tone exterior

Black external A pillars 

Front grille with chromed edges

Chromed front grille

Scuderia Ferrari shields on fenders 

Carbon fibre wheel caps

Sport exhaust pipes

Aluminium brake callipers 

Black brake callipers 

Grigio Silverstone brake callipers 

Giallo Modena brake callipers 

Rosso Corsa brake callipers 

Rosso Scuderia brake callipers 

Blue brake callipers

Gold brake callipers

Matt Grigio Corsa painted wheel rims

Chromed grey painted wheel rims

20” Silver painted forged wheel rims

20” Matt Grigio Corsa painted forged wheels

20” Diamond-cut forged wheel rims

RACING & TRACK

Magneride Dual Mode Shock Absorber System 
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Ferrari California T 
Options
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Ferrari California T 
Options

INTERIOR & MATERIALS

Red rev counter

Yellow rev counter

White rev counter 

Carbon fibre driver zone + steering wheel with LEDs 

Carbon fibre dashboard inserts

Steering wheel with LEDs 

Carbon fibre for central tunnel 

Exterior sill kick in carbon fibre

Colour upon request for upper dashboard 

Colour upon request for lower dashboard

Colour upon request for A pillars

Colour upon request for front part of door panel

Leather upholstery for headliner 

Colour upon request for central tunnel 

Colour upon request for steering wheel 

Full electric seats 

Two-tone interior 

Leather and Alcantara® interior trim

Colour upon request for Alcantara® A pillars

Colour upon request for Alcantara® steering wheel

Colour upon request for Alcantara® central seats zone

Colour upon request for Alcantara® lower dashboard

Colour upon request for Alcantara® upper tunnel

Colour upon request for Alcantara® air-vent tubes

Colour upon request for Alcantara® central door panel

Colour upon request for Alcantara® rear seats backrest

Standard stitching in colour upon request 

Special stitching in colour upon request 



Continued
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Ferrari California T 
Options

INTERIOR & MATERIALS

Colour upon request for seat piping

Daytona style seats 

Daytona style for rear seats 

Colour upon request for Daytona leather inserts

Colour upon request for Daytona Alcantara® inserts 

Diamond style seats

Diamond style for rear seats

Backbone style seats

Backbone style for rear seats

Interior leather colour for seat backrest

Interior leather colour for upper part of door panel

Interior leather colour for rear upper part

Embroidered prancing horse on headrests

Coloured safety belts 

Floor mats with embroidered logo

Silver dedication plate
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Ferrari California T 
Options

EQUIPMENT & TRAVELLING

HELE - High Emotion Low Emission 

AFS - “Advanced Frontlighting System” Headlights

Anti-stone chipping protective film 

Front bumper protection film

Heat-insulating windscreen 

Rear parking camera 

Front and rear parking cameras

Visibility equipment (includes PAC3, AFS1 & MIR2)

Electrochromic inner rear view mirror

Inner & outer electrochromic rear view mirrors

Tyre pressure & temperature monitoring system 

20” Spare wheel kit 

Smokers’ kit 

Handy fire extinguisher 

Foot rest in aluminium 

Foldable rear seats backrest / Ski passage

Hi Fi premium system 

Additional CD reader

Leather luggage set for rear bench 

Trolley and suit holder for boot trunk

Golf bag

Sports bag

Anti-theft satellite system + 1 year subscription 



Dealer Showroom Configurator

Carrozzeria Scaglietti is the Ferrari personalisation programme developed to enrich the configuration of each Ferrari model.  
The programme offers numerous aspects and features from which clients can choose, specifically, in four traditional areas  
of specification: Racing and Track, Exterior and Colours, Interior and Materials, Equipment and Travel. At Ferrari showrooms 
clients can view material samples along with the virtual configuration programme to help choose between the many alternatives. 
It is also possible for clients to request content and specifications outside of the catalogue to make their Ferrari even more 
unique and personal. 

The Atelier

The Atelier in Maranello is the flagship for the One-to-One personalisation programme. The Atelier is a studio space located 
within the factory complex in which clients meet with product specialists to hone their customisation choices. Thanks to the 
Atelier, the personalisation options now available to owners are virtually endless. The only limitations being that the changes 
must not interfere with the car’s safety, performance or homologation status. The main personalisation areas are: Exterior and 
Colours, Interiors and Materials and Travel Accessories. 

Tailor Made

Ferrari Tailor Made is the exclusive new personalisation programme developed specifically for clients wishing to create a truly 
bespoke car that will be a clear expression of their own unique personalities and tastes.

The Tailor Made programme continues a longstanding Maranello tradition which began in the 1950s and 60s, a time when 
clients personalised their cars as a matter of course and enjoyed huge freedom when it came to materials, colours and finish.  
The result was genuinely unique cars tailored to suit the desires of each individual owner.

Owners are assisted and guided through the selection process by their own Personal Designer who is charged with guaranteeing 
that the resulting cars are both unique and consistent with the Ferrari brand and its tradition. Once the car’s details have been 
defined, the client can then track all of the various processes involved in its creation, right up until they take delivery. Naturally, 
they are very welcome to come to Maranello to pick up their car in person if they so wish.

Creativity, research, original materials, superb craftsmanship and attention to detail are the cornerstones of the Tailor Made 
programme which offers three collections inspired directly by Ferrari’s DNA: Scuderia, Classica and Inedita. Scuderia takes 
its inspiration from Ferrari’s sporting history, offering a choice of racing-derived materials, finishes and liveries. The Classica 
collection, on the other hand, provides a modern twist on the styling cues and features of Maranello’s iconic GTs. Lastly, Inedita 
lives up to its name by introducing an element of experimentation and innovation in terms of styling, colours and materials.

Carrozzeria Scaglietti
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Technical Inspection

Before any Ferrari can be declared Approved, it must first pass a series of extremely rigorous 
technical checks and controls drawn up by the factory, including a 190-point technical 
inspection. This complete and detailed Ferrari Approved inspection is carried out by 
technicians trained at the factory and who specialise in evaluating Ferraris of all types. 

Provenance and Preparation

Each Ferrari Approved vehicle is meticulously prepared and presented for sale to Ferrari’s 
own extremely high exterior and interior standards. The exterior paintwork, interior trim and 
upholstery are carefully checked and if any repairs are required only the finest quality materials 
will be used.

Warranty and Assistance

To show our confidence in the quality of the Ferrari Approved Programme every Ferrari 
Approved vehicle has a 24 month unlimited mileage warranty to guarantee peace of mind. 

Ferrari Approved  
Pre-owned Ferraris guaranteed by Ferrari 
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The Ferrari Genuine programme offers a vast range of kits, 
components and accessories specifically designed and manufactured 
for Prancing Horse cars. This means that owners can now enhance 
their cars with parts created and produced to Ferrari’s own high 
factory quality standards.

The Ferrari Genuine programme is divided into three different lines 
– style, technology and car care – created to give owners enormous 
freedom of choice when it comes to personalising their existing cars.

In keeping with tradition, all the products offered by the Ferrari 
Genuine programme respect the heritage of the vehicle and are 
specifically created in consideration of the technical, styling and 
aerodynamic characteristics of the model. There is a specialised team 
which develops and designs the comprehensive range of accessories 
and custom specification options, created specifically to cater for 
every possible personalisation necessity and preference. 

Ferrari Genuine Accessories
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All new orders of Ferrari California T, FF, 458 Italia, 458 Spider, 458 
Speciale or F12berlinetta via the authorised dealership network now 
benefit from an innovative new warranty package, Ferrari Genuine 
Maintenance, which covers all the scheduled maintenance for the 
first 7 years, regardless of vehicle mileage and at no additional cost 
to the client.

Genuine Maintenance is Ferrari’s exclusive service that ensures 
that its cars are maintained to the highest level for maximum 
performance and safety. The programme is unique – this is the 
first time a car manufacturer has offered such cover worldwide 
and is evidence of the attention paid by Ferrari to its clients.

The Genuine Maintenance programme covers the individual 
vehicle, and thus extends to any eventual subsequent owner. 
The programme covers  all scheduled maintenance along 
with the relative original spare parts, engine oil and brake fluid. 
The advantage to the owner is the assurance that the vehicle will 
be subject to regular annual inspection by Ferrari trained personnel 
using factory-approved dedicated diagnostic equipment.

Ferrari Genuine 
Maintenance
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Pilota Ferrari Driving Courses

Ferrari has created a special programme of sports driving courses offered to clients and 
designed to hone their skills behind the wheel. Ferrari’s professional driver-instructors 
provide tuition for learners from all different driving backgrounds that will help them 
enjoy the full potential of their cars on the track and develop safe on the road skills. 
There are four different levels of courses, from novice to instruction at a competitive 
racing level. 

Ferrari Formula 1 Club

The only way to experience the atmosphere of a Grand Prix alongside the main players 
is to be part of the exclusive Ferrari Formula 1 Club. Guests spend the entire race 
weekend with the Scuderia Ferrari team, with the roar of the single-seaters providing 
an exhilarating soundtrack. Guests will enjoy a host of exclusive opportunities over the 
course of the weekend, such as access to the paddock, a guided tour of the Ferrari pits 
and pit-lane as well as the chance to meet the Ferrari drivers and key team personnel. 

Ferrari Factory Tours

Visits to the Ferrari factory in Maranello are a special privilege open only to owners and 
close working partners of Ferrari. The Factory Tour gives the opportunity to observe 
the factory and employees as they go about their day-to-day business and takes in 
several departments, spanning the spectrum from GT Production to the Museo Ferrari 
and the GES Racing Department. Ferrari has also recently introduced the Ferrari Guest 
Programme, which includes the Factory Tour as well as overnight accommodation, 
dinner and lunch in hotels and restaurants with special links to Ferrari, transfers and 
cultural activities relating to the local Emilia-Romagna region. 

Ferrari Activities
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ferrari.com  

http://ferrari.com/

